Wedding

New England Weddings

Questionnaire
Thank You for taking the time to complete the questionnaire as accurately as possible!
Providing us as much insight as possible into your Wedding Day will be well worth it! Your
day will flow smoother and we’ll be able to capture great photographs along the way. This is
a preparation guide only to help collect the information for the online questionnaire located at
NewEngalandWeddings.Photography/Wedding-Questionaire
•

What address should we arrive at first? (where is the bride getting ready) Please give actual
address for GPS purposes.

•

Please List Addresses to the ceremony and reception locations:

•

What time have we decided that we should start shooting?

•

What time will we be ending our coverage?

•

Will you be doing any type of “Exit” from your reception? If so, what time will this take place?

•

Names of the Maid of Honor and Best Man:

						

Wedding Timeline & Details

Can you provide us with a rough timeline of the wedding day? If we haven’t already discussed
this in detail, now is the time! We would love to help you create a timeline that will allow for
plenty of beautiful portraits and a stress-free day! If you’re sharing a “First Look”, we will need to
start shooting bridal details at least 2.5 hours before the ceremony. 3 hours is recommended if
there is no extensive travel time to the ceremony venue.
How many Bridesmaids? (including MOH)
How many Groomsmen? (including the Best Man)
What are your colors? This will help us prepare to shoot your details!
Are you planning a Honeymoon vacation? If so, where?
How many guests are you planning on having at your wedding?
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Wedding Vendor Information

This information is needed if your wedding is submitted for publication (magazines or blogs).
When submitting to any publication, they will need all of your vendor information. Please
complete whatever information applies to your wedding!
Florist (Website and e-mail please!)
Wedding Planner / Coordinator (Website and e-mail please!)
DJ/ Entertainment Services (Website and email please!)
Videographer: (Website and email please!)
Florist (Website and email please!)
Cake: (Website and email please!)
Catering: (Website and email please!)
Please list any other vendors that were a part of your big day!
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Family FORMAL PORTRAITS

Family formals do not have to take over 20 minutes. However, this is only possible if we are
organized beforehand! Please list ten different groupings for family photos. For example:
1. Bride and groom with parents.
2. Bride and Groom with grandparents.
3. Bride and Groom with siblings.
With-in these groupings, you can have more than one shot (ex. B&G with Grooms parents, B&G
with Brides Parents, etc.) If you have a very large family and more than 10 group photos, we
suggest saving some of the extended family shots until the reception so that family portrait
time will not interfere with your romantic portraits and you will not keep your guests waiting at
the reception. Please list 10 Family Groupings for Family Portraits:

Are there any divorces, separations or family situations that we should be aware of during
family formals?
Are their any rules or regulations for photographers at your ceremony location?
Is there anything we should be aware of on the wedding day? Surprises? Gi s? Etc?
Are there any additional photographs not included on our standard shot list you would like to
request?
Is there anything else you would like to add? Special Requests?
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